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Background: Affinity-Purification Mass-Spectrometry (AP-MS) provides a powerful means of identifying protein
complexes and interactions. Several important challenges exist in interpreting the results of AP-MS experiments.
First, the reproducibility of AP-MS experimental replicates can be low, due both to technical variability and the
dynamic nature of protein interactions in the cell. Second, the identification of true protein-protein interactions in
AP-MS experiments is subject to inaccuracy due to high false negative and false positive rates. Several experimental
approaches can be used to mitigate these drawbacks, including the use of replicated and control experiments and
relative quantification to sensitively distinguish true interacting proteins from false ones.
Methods: To address the issues of reproducibility and accuracy of protein-protein interactions, we introduce a
two-step method, called ROCS, which makes use of Indicator Prey Proteins to select reproducible AP-MS
experiments, and of Confidence Scores to select specific protein-protein interactions. The Indicator Prey Proteins
account for measures of protein identifiability as well as protein reproducibility, effectively allowing removal of
outlier experiments that contribute noise and affect downstream inferences. The filtered set of experiments is then
used in the Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) scoring step. Prey protein scoring is done by computing a Confidence
Score, which accounts for the probability of occurrence of prey proteins in the bait experiments relative to the
control experiment, where the significance cutoff parameter is estimated by simultaneously controlling false
positives and false negatives against metrics of false discovery rate and biological coherence respectively. In
summary, the ROCS method relies on automatic objective criterions for parameter estimation and error-controlled
procedures.
Results: We illustrate the performance of our method by applying it to five previously published AP-MS
experiments, each containing well characterized protein interactions, allowing for systematic benchmarking of
ROCS. We show that our method may be used on its own to make accurate identification of specific, biologically
relevant protein-protein interactions, or in combination with other AP-MS scoring methods to significantly improve
inferences.
Conclusions: Our method addresses important issues encountered in AP-MS datasets, making ROCS a very
promising tool for this purpose, either on its own or in conjunction with other methods. We anticipate that our
methodology may be used more generally in proteomics studies and databases, where experimental reproducibility
issues arise. The method is implemented in the R language, and is available as an R package called “ROCS”, freely
available from the CRAN repository http://cran.r-project.org/.
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Affinity-purification mass spectrometry (AP-MS) is a
powerful tool for identification of protein complexes and
interactions and enables the larger scale analysis of pro-
tein networks and cellular processes [1,2]. AP-MS com-
bines the specificity of antibody-based purification of
proteins and protein complexes with the sensitivity of
mass-spectrometry for identification and quantification,
and it has been widely applied to diverse biological
systems [2-4]. Although several AP-MS methodology
variants have been developed, typical high-throughput
work-flows express recombinant epitope-tagged “bait”
proteins in cultured cells, recover protein complexes
through affinity-purification against the epitope tag, and
then identify proteins using LC-MS/MS [5].
Principal challenges in interpreting AP-MS data are the
presence of false-positive interacting proteins, misidentifi-
cation at the MS database search level, and the variability
of replicated experiments [6,7]. False-positives in AP-MS
data can be classified as external protein contaminants
introduced into the samples during sample processing
(often common contaminants of mass-spectrometry pro-
teomics experiments such as hair keratins), and contami-
nants due to the affinity-purification process itself [8]. In
the latter case, proteins that are affinity-purified but that
are not specific for the bait of interest are hereafter re-
ferred to as non-specific prey proteins. These proteins
may be purified through their affinity to solid matrices,
antibodies or epitope tags employed in the experiment.
Carefully designed control experiments may be used to
identify non-specific prey proteins, such as cells expressing
the epitope tag alone, the parent cells, or cells transfected
with the recombinant bait protein but not induced. A sec-
ond frequent challenge of AP-MS data is interpreting
results with low reproducibility. Low reproducibility may
result from biological variability of the cells or tissues or
technical variability from the affinity-purification or mass-
spectrometry. Replicate AP-MS experiments may identify
different sets and numbers of proteins. However, selecting
only highly reproducible proteins from replicate AP-MS
experiments may be too conservative, and novel bait-
associated proteins that occur in only a fraction of the
replicates may be discarded. The approach described here
carefully removes outlier experiments in AP-MS data
before applying final statistical procedures aiming at re-
moving contaminants, i.e. non-specific prey proteins.
Alongside the development of experimental methods to
improve AP-MS experiments, several studies have devel-
oped computational tools for processing AP-MS data that
address the problems of non-specific proteins and provid-
ing protein-protein interaction (PPI) confidence scores.
Different scoring methods have been developed for priori-
tizing specific prey proteins in AP-MS data, using quanti-
tative information that typically include a measure offrequency and/or abundance, such as spectral counts [9],
and scores from search-engines such as MASCOT [10].
Methods such as the Socio-Affinity Index (SAI) [11],
Normalized Spectral Abundance Factor (NSAF) [12],
ComPASS (D-score) [13], SAINT [14] and Decontaminator
[15] have been designed to filter contaminants and assign
confidence scores to PPIs. Most of these methods take
into consideration the total number of replicated experi-
ments in their scoring systems, although in general with-
out considering the quality control of the replicated
experiments. There are statistical methods available to as-
sess reproducibility of large scale LC-MS experiments in-
cluding the coefficient of variation (CV) and ANOVA
[16]. Alternatively, distance measures such as Euclidean
distance have been used to measure reproducibility in
large scale LC-MS experiments [17]. A recent study from
the National Cancer Institute supported Clinical Proteo-
mics Technologies assessment for Cancer (CPTAC) net-
work evaluated reproducibility in inter-laboratory LC-MS/
MS proteomics studies [18]. This study concluded that re-
producibility is higher for proteins than for peptides, and
those factors such as trypsin specificity, peptide ion inten-
sity, and the nature of the corresponding proteins influ-
enced reproducibility in peptide identifications. Although
these are useful indicators for all proteomics studies, AP-
MS studies, because of their additional sample processing,
have additional parameters and complexities such as the
presence of non-specific prey proteins that merit special
attention, and for which standard statistical measures may
not be appropriate.
Current small and medium-scale AP-MS studies typic-
ally pair bait experiments with control experiments, in
which the bait protein is not expressed. Interacting
proteins are then identified as proteins specific to bait
experiments or through quantitation, using label-free or
isotope-based methods to identify proteins more abundant
in bait experiments than control [19]. With larger-scale
AP-MS experiments, it becomes possible to define a pro-
file of background, non-specific prey proteins, through for
example analysis of a large set of bait AP-MS experiments
[13], or a set of control AP-MS experiments [20]. As the
capability to perform large-scale AP-MS experiments
becomes more widespread, and AP-MS methodologies be-
come more standardized, we anticipate the development
of AP-MS dataset repositories, that can be used to define
the background profile for specific AP-MS biological sys-
tems and AP-MS experiments. The computational prob-
lem that we address in this paper is then the problem of
distinguishing specific prey proteins in AP-MS data from
the background of non-specific preys.
We propose a comprehensive method for selecting repro-
ducible AP-MS replicated experiments and subsequently
for identifying bait-specific preys when experimental repli-
cates and control experiments are available. We focus on
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the improved sensitivity and specificity of prey protein
identification that can be achieved by rigorous application
of quality control to AP-MS data. We emphasize that an
accurate identification of the sought-after bait-specific prey
proteins can only be achieved by carefully trading off the
sensitivity/specificity through a combined analysis of False
Positive and False Negative bait-prey PPIs, and that this is
highly dependent on which set of prey proteins is used be-
forehand to make inferences, i.e. whether one uses the en-
tire prey protein space vs. a selected subspace of prey
proteins.
Unlike existing scoring methods, our method ROCS first
curates the set of experiments used in the scoring, effect-
ively removing replicates that are outliers and therefore
eliminating noise that would affect adequate further ana-
lysis. First, our method introduces the concept of Indicator
Prey Proteins that can be used to identify reproducible (or
outlier) AP-MS experiments. Second, the method defines
the concept of Confidence Score to select specific preys by
simultaneously controlling the False Discovery Rate (FDR)
and a measure of biological coherence against biological
annotations such as Gene Ontology (GO). We show that
improved accuracy of predicted interacting proteins can be
achieved, where accuracy is to be understood here in the
usual classification sense, that is, as the degree to which
each new prey protein is correctly classified as a specific or
non-specific interacting protein. We use as a test case a
subset of systematically generated AP-MS data from a pre-
vious large-scale AP-MS study of the human interactome
[20] to show that our method may be used on its own or in
conjunction with other AP-MS scoring schemes to improve
the accuracy of PPI inferences. Our method is also applic-
able to smaller AP-MS datasets. Indeed, we show that our
method is scalable to AP-MS experiments with varying
numbers of replicates, and that we are able to determine
the minimum number of replicates that an AP-MS study
should have in order to make reliable inferences. We illus-
trate the performance of the method on five separate small-
scale AP-MS experiments for which we could successfully
identify the most replicated experiments and rank the bait-
specific prey proteins. As AP-MS data continues to be
acquired and deposited in publicly available repositories (e.
g. IntAct molecular interaction database [21]), we anticipate
that our method will be applicable to larger sets of AP-MS
data as well as other types of proteomics data and databases
in general. Finally, the method is available as an R package




We consider a large scale Affinity Purification-Mass
Spectrometry study (bait or control experiments) consistingof a set of K uniquely identified Experimental Replicates
E1; . . . ;EKf g. See Additional file 1: Supplemental Methods
for more details on the initial input dataset structure
[Additional file 1: Supplemental Methods]. Our premise is
that prior identification of a subset of most reproducible
Experimental Replicates greatly improves the differenti-
ation of signal from noise and the ability to identify true
specific protein-protein interactions. We show that this is
achieved by first finding a set of highly reproducible pro-
teins/peptides.
Probability-based peptide identification statistics such as
MASCOT peptide identification score [10] is one of the
objective measures available for feature (peptide/protein)
identifiability (i.e. goodness of identification). Although
high-scoring features are intuitively correlated to higher
experimental reproducibility, we argue that this is not ne-
cessarily the case. In fact, we observed that although mea-
sures of feature abundance and feature reliability, such as
spectral count and search-engine score, are broadly corre-
lated, these measures are not necessarily correlated with
feature experimental reproducibility [Additional file 2:
Figure S1]. This may not come as a surprise since feature
reliability and experimental feature reproducibility are
conceptually distinct, and the reason for using reliability
as a surrogate measure of reproducibility has rather been a
practical one alone. In addition, how the feature identifica-
tion score threshold (above which features are selected) is
chosen in practice, is currently not justified.
We hypothesized that a combined measure of feature re-
liability with reproducibility would not necessarily be
monotonic with respect to the reliability score threshold
used for filtering in the features. By combining the in-
formation contained within a measure of feature reli-
ability, such as a search-engine feature identification
score, with a standardized measure of experimental re-
producibility, such as the feature frequency of occur-
rence across experimental replicates, we show that an
optimal feature reliability score threshold can be deter-
mined to filter the features in. Moreover, we propose an
automatic and objective way of finding this optimal reli-
ability score threshold, above which one should select the
peptides and corresponding proteins. We named these
specific proteins/peptides thereby selected as Indicator
Prey Proteins. They appear in the most replicated AP-MS
experiments, thus allowing differentiation of the reprodu-
cible experimental replicates from the outliers. The result-
ing filtered dataset is then used for specificity analysis and
removal of non-specific prey proteins.
Also, at least for the application proposed here,
probability-based peptide reliability statistics such as
MASCOT peptide identification score [10], and peptide
PROPHET probability [22] appear somewhat interchange-
able, [Additional file 2: Figure S2]. In the remainder of the
study, we used MASCOT peptide identification score as
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compatible with our method and may be used instead.
Reproducibility index and indicator prey proteins
For a given bait experiment, we consider the initial set
of N Prey Proteins N1; . . . ;NNf g that can be uniquely
identified by their IPI accession number across all their
peptides and Experimental Replicates E1; . . . ; EKf g . We
denote this initial procedural stage by “N”, standing for
“Naïve”. Next, we consider a subset P1; . . . ; PPf g 
N1; . . . ;NNf g of uniquely identified P Prefiltered Prey
Proteins for which their corresponding MASCOT pep-
tide identification scores are greater than the MASCOT
Score Threshold (MST) as described in details in Add-
itional file 1 Supplemental Methods.
To further refine our set of Prefiltered Prey Proteins
and identify the reproducible experiments, we introduce
a Reproducibility Index (RI), motivated as follows. On
the one hand, including lower MASCOT scores proteins
would include many unreliable proteins and thus de-
grade reproducibility across Experimental Replicates
E1; . . . ; EKf g. On the other hand, including higher MAS-
COT score-only proteins would include reliable-only
proteins across all Experimental Replicates E1; . . . ; EKf g,
that is, fewer proteins in number. The idea is to account
for measures of protein reliability (from MASCOT
scores) as well as protein reproducibility (from the fre-
quency of occurrence across experimental replicates).
Hence, our Reproducibility Index, designed as a normal-
ized (dimensionless) measure of reproducibility, and
defined as the average frequency of occurrences of Pre-
filtered Prey Proteins across all Experimental Replicates
{E1,. . .,EK} and across their corresponding peptides
whose MASCOT scores are greater than a given thresh-
old, denoted s. It is formally defined for fixed K as:
RI sð Þ ¼ 1










where Pj 2 Ek denotes a unique occurrence of the Prefil-
tered Prey Protein Pj in Experimental Replicate Ek for
k 2{1, . . . ,K}, and where P(s) denotes the number of Pre-
filtered Prey Proteins for which their corresponding pep-
tide scores are greater than a given peptide score
threshold, denoted s. I(.) denotes the indicator function
throughout the article. Note that RI 2 [0,1] and that
higher RI represents greater glob reproducibility across
Experimental Replicates.
It follows from the above that the Reproducibility
Index (RI) is expected to vary as a function of the MAS-
COT score, when used as a threshold. So, we define the
Reproducibility Index Threshold (RIT) as the peptideMASCOT score threshold maximizing the Reproducibil-
ity Index (RI), i.e. formally RIT ¼ argmaxs2MST ;þ1½ Þ
RI sð Þ. The Reproducibility Index Threshold (RIT) is used
for subseting a set of Q uniquely identified proteins from
the Prefiltered Prey Proteins, which we termed Indicator
Prey Proteins, denoted by Q1; . . . ;QQ
 
, and for which
their corresponding peptide MASCOT scores are greater
than RIT:
Q1; . . . ;QQ
  ¼ Pj; j 2 1; . . . ; Pf g : Score Pj ≥RI T 
ð2Þ
Next, for each Indicator Prey Protein, we define its mar-
ginal inclusion probability, denoted pM(j) for j 2 1; . . . ;Qf g,
across all Experimental Replicates E1; . . . ; EKf g . One may
now define a subset of Indicator Prey Proteins for which
their marginal inclusion probability is greater than a given
marginal inclusion probability threshold ~pmin , as well as a
corresponding joint inclusion probability pJðpeminÞ across all
Experimental Replicates E1; . . . ;EKf g: Details on de-
finitions and estimates are provided in Additional file 1:
Supplemental Methods. Hence, by fixing a marginal inclu-
sion probability threshold ~pmin , a subset of highly reprodu-
cible Indicator Prey Proteins can be identified for which
their marginal inclusion probability is greater than the ~pmin
threshold and their joint inclusion probability is relatively
high. How this threshold is chosen in any bait or control
experiment is described in the subsequent subsection
“Setting a Marginal Inclusion Probability Threshold”.
Identification of reproducible experimental replicates and
reproducible prey proteins
One may determine a subset of E1; . . . ;EKf g for which all
Indicator Prey Proteins jointly appear in each individual
Experimental Replicate Ek for k 2 {1, . . . , K}. We claim
that these are the most reproducible experiments, which
we term Reproducible Experimental Replicates. We denote
this subset of L experiments by F1; . . . ; FLf g 
E1; . . . ;EKf g where the dependency notation with the mar-
ginal inclusion probability threshold ~pmin has been dropped





I Q1; . . . ;QQ
  2 Ek  for ~pmin 2 0; 1½  ð3Þ
From the reduced sets of Reproducible Experimental
Replicates F1; . . . ; FLf g , one may now select the corre-
sponding subset R1; . . . ;RRf g  P1; . . . ; PPf g of cardinal
R of uniquely identified and most reproducible Prefiltered
Prey Proteins, which appear at least once in Reproducible
Experimental Replicates F1; . . . ; FLf g. In keeping with pre-
vious notations and simplifications, we further term this
subset by Reproducible Prey Proteins and denote it by
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standing for “Reproducible”.
Setting a marginal inclusion probability threshold
The choice of the marginal inclusion probability thresh-
old ~pmin in any bait or control experiment depends on
the goal and is guided by some simple considerations.
First, one can set this threshold to higher probability
levels in order to accommodate larger sets of Indicator
Prey Proteins as well as Reproducible Experimental
Replicates. Conversely, this threshold can be set to lower
probability levels in order to remove outlier experiments
as thoroughly as possible. So, the setting of this thresh-
old controls the level of experimental reproducibility
and is a matter of tradeoff between specificity and sensi-
tivity and the goals of the experiment.
Second, in every experiment the marginal inclusion
probability threshold ~pmin should be lower bounded so
as to get at least a strictly positive number of Reprodu-
cible Experimental Replicates, that is L > 0, where for
simplification reasons dependency with respect to ~pmin is
dropped, but understood. So, the interval for the mar-
ginal inclusion probability threshold ~pmin should always
be as follows:
argmin L > 0f g
~pmin
≤ ~pmin ≤ 1 ð4Þ
In practice, we noted that the choice of the marginal
inclusion probability threshold has relatively little influ-
ence as long as it remains within admissible boundaries
(see discussion in Results section and Additional file 2:
Figure S6.
Confidence score and identification of specific prey
proteins
The goal of an AP-MS experiment is typically to identify
the set of prey proteins known as bait-specific prey pro-
teins. Our approach takes advantage of the previously
determined Reproducible Experimental Replicates for a
fixed marginal inclusion probability threshold ~pmin in both
bait and control experiments. One may now derive a new
marginal inclusion probability for each Reproducible Prey
Protein, but this time across the reduced set of Reprodu-
cible Experimental Replicates. Letting superscripts B and
C correspond to the bait and the control experiment re-
spectively and using previous notations, these new mar-
ginal inclusion probability thresholds may be defined in
both bait and control experiments as p0BM jð Þ ¼
Pr RBj 2 FB1 ; . . . ; FBLB
  
for j 2 {1, . . ., RB} and p0CM jð Þ ¼
Pr RCj 2 FC1 ; . . . ; FCLC
  
for j 2 {1, . . ., RC}. Their esti-
mates are given in details in Supplemental Methods [Add-
itional file 1: Supplemental Methods].Next, we introduce a (non-dimensional) score of indi-
vidual bait-prey interaction specificity, which we term
the Confidence Score for the j-th prey protein in




, and for fixed ~pBmin and ~p
C
min , denoted by
CS jð Þ, as follows:
Cs jð Þ ¼ pˆ
0B
M jð Þ  pˆ0CM jð Þ
pˆ0BM jð Þ  pˆ0CM jð Þ
ˆ:p0BM jð Þ for j 2 1; . . . ;RB
  ð5Þ
As can be seen, this score is an individual bait-prey
interaction specificity measure. It is a standardized ratio
accounting for the probability of occurrence of each Re-
producible Prey Protein relative to the bait and the con-
trol experiments, weighted up/down by the marginal
inclusion probability of each Reproducible Prey Protein
in the bait experiment alone. In other words, the Confi-
dence Score accounts for measures of bait-prey specifi-
city and bait-prey frequency altogether. Note that by
definition CS jð Þ 2 1; 1½  , where negative and positive
scores correspond to non-specific and specific interacting
prey proteins respectively. In keeping with previous
notations, a subset of Specific Prey Proteins may be
found by taking the Reproducible Prey Protein in




for which the Confidence Score is greater
than a specificity cutoff, denoted CcutoffS , which is to be
estimated (see next subsection). We denote the subset of





SB ¼ SB1 ; . . . ; SBSB
  , and defined as:
SB1 ; . . . ; S
B
SB
  ¼ RBj ; j 2 1; . . . ;RBf g : CS≥CcutoffSn o
for
CcutoffS 2 0; 1ð  ð6Þ
We denote this last procedural stage by “S”, standing
for “Specific”. In practice the Confidence Score is com-
puted after the aforementioned identification of unique
Indicator Prey Proteins and Reproducible Experimental
Replicates, that is, after pre-specifying marginal inclusion
probability thresholds in both control and bait experi-
ments: ~pBmin and ~p
C
min as explained in (4). Also, in the
search for bait specific Protein-Protein-Interactions
(PPIs), the Confidence Score cutoff is to be estimated
from the data. We show in the following section how to
do so automatically by simultaneously controlling the
False Discovery Rate (FDR) and the Gene Ontology (GO)
semantic similarity of the candidate preys to the bait.
Automatic estimation of an optimal confidence score
cutoff
To objectively validate any Protein-Protein-Interaction
(PPI) identification procedure in AP-MS data analysis,
one needs to simultaneously assess the sensitivity/speci-
ficity of the final sets of prey proteins identified. In the
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Confidence Score cutoff CcutoffS should be objectively esti-
mated in order to yield optimal sensitivity-specificity
trade-offs. We observed that higher CcutoffS values yield
better specificity (less False Positive) but lower sensitivity
(more False Negative), and vice-versa. The decision is a
matter of False Negative - False Positive trade-off.
Although an FDR analysis does not control by definition
the overall False Positive detections, it can indirectly en-
able the control of the specificity inherent to such PPI
procedure (Specific Prey Proteins). By definition, the FDR
is the expected proportion of the number of erroneous
rejected null hypotheses to the total number of rejected
null hypotheses in the context of multiple hypotheses test-
ing [23]. Here, the FDR corresponds to the expected frac-
tion of falsely identified bait-prey PPIs (given that at least
one PPI discovery is made) among all bait-prey PPIs
discoveries. Practically, the FDR estimate for
any given Confidence Score cutoff CcutoffS is computed as:
FD^R CcutoffS
 
¼ F^ P CcutoffS
 
= F^ P CcutoffS
 
þ T^ P CcutoffS
  
,
where F^ P CcutoffS
 
and T^ P CcutoffS
 
represent the esti-
mated False Positive and True Positives respectively, and
F^ P CcutoffS
 
þ T^ P CcutoffS
 
represents the estimated Total
Positives i.e. all identified bait-prey PPI discoveries. Also,
as usual in FDR analysis, the theory allows two possible
goals [24]: one may fix the Confidence Score cutoff
CcutoffS
 
beforehand, then determine the corresponding
estimated FD^R CcutoffS
 
. Alternatively, one may impose





and then determine which values of
the estimated Confidence Score cutoff are permissible to
keep the FDR below that level. In practice, we opted for
the first goal of analysis by fixing the Confidence Score cut-
off to the value achieving the lowest estimated FDR (irre-
spective of any FDR bound). In the following, for





min, will be dropped, but understood.
To estimate the False Positives PPIs in our ROCS proced-
ure and control for specificity, we adopted an approach
similar to the “target decoy” approach that is widely used in
database searching for estimating false positives and/or false
discovery rates [25-27]. The F^ P estimate is calculated by
averaging the number of identified bait-prey PPI due to
contaminants only from the entire set of control experi-
ments. Technically, the F^ P estimate is computed by apply-
ing the entire ROCS identification procedure to repeated
(without replacement) random samples (of size NB) of prey
proteins identified from the stage “N” of control experi-
ments. The F^ P estimate is then computed as the averagenumber of identified bait-prey PPI above the Confidence Score
cutoff CcutoffS
 
expected in the Monte-Carlo replicates. With
Monte-Carlo replications from the control experiment, we as-
sume that all Confidence Score observed above a given
Confidence Score cutoff CcutoffS
 
should be considered as false
positives. Details on how FDR estimates are computed are
provided in Additional file 1: Supplemental Methods.
To indirectly control for sensitivity in our ROCS proced-
ure, we used the most appropriate surrogate measure of
biological relevance/coherence that is available in real data-
sets. Although it cannot gauge the sensitivity for any new
datasets where baits and preys or their interactions are
functionally uncharacterized, it remains one of the best
available ways to benchmark the sensitivity of ROCS for all
known baits-preys PPIs. This is an estimation technique
that is generally missing in analytical methods of AP-MS
data. Specifically, we used the Resnik measure of semantic
similarity [28], one of the most common semantic similarity
measures used with Gene Ontology (GO) [29], to assess the
biological relevance between a GO term from the bait pro-
tein and another one for each Specific Prey Protein. The
pairwise Resnik measure of semantic similarity is a node-
based measure relying on a quantitative characterization of
information called Information Content (IC) [30,31] that is
computed between two concepts (denoted c1 and c2). The
information shared by two concepts is indicated by the In-
formation Content of the concepts that encompass them
[28], formally defined as simRes c1; c2ð Þ ¼
maxc2S c1;c2ð Þ IC cð Þ½  , where S c1; c2ð Þ is the set of concepts
that encompass both c1 and c2. Here, we computed the
pairwise Resnik measure of semantic similarity between
two Gene Ontology (GO) terms, one for the bait protein
(denoted cB) and the other for each Specific Prey Protein
(denoted cP), within a given ontology (MF, BP, or CC), and
denoted sim cB; cPð Þ . The pairwise Resnik measure of se-
mantic similarity between two GO terms is simply the In-
formation Content of their most informative common
ancestor (MICA) in the ontology [29]. We performed GO
semantic similarity analyses as a function of the Confidence
Score cutoff CcutoffS
 
both for the set of Specific Prey Pro-
teins (end stage “S”) that was found by considering either
the entire set of bait Experimental Replicates (naive initial
state “N”) or the selected set of bait Reproducible
Experimental Replicates (stage “R”).
To assess significance in the difference of GO biological
relevance between the two groups being compared (“N”
and “R”) for every Confidence Score cutoff CcutoffS , we
tested the null hypothesis that the median Resnik mea-
sures of semantic similarity for the two groups at a given
CcutoffS , denoted simCcutoffS
cB; cPð Þ, do not differ statistically.
We built 100 1 θð Þ% Confidence Intervals (CIs) of the
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two groups for every Confidence Score cutoff CcutoffS , and
reject the null hypothesis at the θ level if their
100 1 θð Þ% CIs do not overlap, or if the 100 1 θð Þ%
CI of the difference of their medians does not contain
zero. The distance between the CIs of these medians was
computed for every Confidence Score cutoff CcutoffS as the dif-
ference between the Lower Bound (LB) of the 100 1 θð Þ%
CI from the “R” stage and the Upper Bound (UB) of the



















positive represent significant increase (at the θ level) in GO
biological relevance from stage “N” to “R”, thereby indicating
corresponding choices for the Confidence Score cutoff CcutoffS .
To get an approximate 100 1 θð Þ% CI for comparing
two medians (or their difference), we used McGill et al.'s
approximation [32]. The 100 1 θð Þ% CI of the median
can be approximated based on its asymptotic normality,
and is said to be rather insensitive to the underlying distri-
bution of the samples. The approximate 100 1 θð Þ% CI
of the median M extends to M^  c=1:08ð Þ  IQ^R= ﬃﬃﬃnp ,
where M^ is the median estimate and IQ^R is the interquar-
tile range estimate and n is the sample size (in a boxplot,
this is given by the extent of notches) [32]. To estimate
these parameters, B Monte-Carlo replicates were per-
formed by repeated random sampling without replacement
of a sample of prey proteins from the entire set of bait
experiments (“N”), of size SB , i.e. equal to that of the set of
Specific Prey Proteins (“S”). Finally, c is chosen such thatc 2
1:386; 1:960½  for θ ¼ 0:05 , depending on how similar
group sample sizes and group standard deviations are [32].
Finally, to reach the optimal sensitivity/specificity trade-
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interpreted as a significance measure of increase in Gene
Ontology (GO) biological relevance. In practice the Confi-
dence Score cutoff is to be estimated only within the positive
range C^S
cutoff 2 0; 1ð Þ since only positive Confidence Scores
are relevant to find specific PPIs, and in order to avoid the
singularity C^S
cutoff ¼ 1 . In addition, a range even shorter
than C^S
cutoff 2 0; 1ð Þ is often good enough to find the C^S
cutoff
estimate.
Testing stability on multi-scale sets of experimental replicates
To validate our identification procedure, we tested its
performance on multiple experimental scales of AP-MSdata to see how its output remains “stable” as a function
of the number of Experimental Replicates. Here, the out-
put was taken as the joint inclusion probability
pJ k; ~pminð Þ of Indicator Prey Proteins (for which their
marginal inclusion probability is greater than a given
threshold ~pmin), computed across all Experimental
Replicates E1; . . . ;Ekf g , where k 2 3;K½  is the experi-
mental scale. In our case, maximum experimental scale
(K) ranged from small (K= 3) to large (K= 200). In the
following, the maximum experimental scale (K) and the
marginal inclusion probability threshold ( ~pmin ) are sup-
posed to be fixed, so we further dropped their dependencies
throughout the following formal definitions. Eventually, the
test reveals the minimum experimental scale required by
an AP-MS experiment in order to reliably assess the
Reproducible Experimental Replicates (or outliers).
We sought to derive bootstrap estimates of the joint
inclusion probability of interest by applying the idea of the
bootstrap resampling technique [33] to our problem. This
technique has been well recognized for instance in cluster
analysis in phylogenetic studies [34]. Here, we adapted the
idea of bootstrap resampling technique to account for the
uncertainty of results caused by sampling error of data. To
assess this uncertainty, Efron and Shimodaira recently
introduced a correction called the multiscale bootstrap
resampling method [35-37] to better agree with standard
ideas of confidence levels and hypothesis testing and to
account for the possible bias in the computation of the
bootstrap probability value of a cluster. Specifically, we
computed a so-called multiscale unbiased joint inclusion
probability estimate pˆbJ kð Þ for each experimental scale k 2
3;K½  by means of Lb kð Þ bootstrapped Reproducible Experi-
mental Replicates, where b 2 1; . . . ;B1f g denotes the boot-
strap sample [35-37]. Finally, the entire procedure is
repeated B2 times to get the corresponding mean and stand-
ard error estimates pUJ kð Þ and se pUJ
 
kð Þ, simply by taking
the average over the B2 replicates. Details on how to com-
pute multiscale bootstraps and derive the probability esti-
mates are given in Additional file 1: Supplemental Methods.
The goal was to look at how multiscale joint inclusion
probability estimates distribute with respect to a range of ex-
perimental scales k 2 3;K½  , and specifically, whether there
was any drop in the uniformity of its distribution. A drop in
uniformity indicates a change-point, denoted K^min , below
which the identification procedure is not reliable any more.
This corresponds to the minimum scale of Experimental
Replicates that an AP-MS experiment should have to reli-
ably assess which replicated experiments are reproducible.Workflow
Figure 1 gives the overall integrated workflow of our two-
step ROCSmethod for analyzing AP-MS datasets [Figure 1].
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We use data from a previously published human AP-MS
dataset to develop our approach [20]. This dataset corre-
sponds to AP-MS experiments using multiple different bait
proteins as well as control AP-MS experiments. Hereafter,
superscripts B and C correspond to the bait and the con-
trol experiments respectively. The control dataset consists
of KC ¼ 200 Experimental Replicates with an initial num-
ber of NC ¼ 14429 control proteins, uniquely identified by
their IPI accession numbers, and their corresponding
unique control peptide sequences (25114) Additional file 1:
Supplemental Methods. Bait AP-MS datasets used here
correspond to the following bait genes: VHL, CTNNBIP1,
NME2, PPM1B and STK24 with the following initial
Experimental Replicates: VHL KB ¼ 33ð Þ , CTNNBIP1
KB ¼ 9ð Þ, NME2 KB ¼ 8ð Þ, PPM1B KB ¼ 6ð Þ, and STK24
KB ¼ 5ð Þ [Table 1]. We illustrate our methodology using
the CTNNBIP1 and STK24 dataset since they contain mul-
tiple well known interacting prey proteins (such as
CTNNB1 and PDCD10 respectively) and small numbers of
Experimental Replicates (KB ¼ 9 and KB ¼ 5 respectively)
with which we can validate our approach in a realistic way.
Complete results of all bait AP-MS datasets are provided in
the Supplemental Information. In the CTNNBIP1 and
STK24 AP-MS dataset, the initial number of uniquely iden-
tified prey proteins was NB ¼ 1229 and NB ¼ 824 with
corresponding unique prey peptide sequences (1734 and
1369 respectively) [Table 1].Determination of the reproducibility index and
reproducibility index threshold in control and bait
experiments
We first plotted the peptide PROPHET probabilities ver-
sus the peptide MASCOT scores in all bait experiments
to objectively determine our MASCOT Score Threshold
(MST) and filter out un-reliable peptides (and corre-
sponding proteins) according to the method described in
the Methods Section. We have estimated three quartile
curves for the B-spline model for visual purposes, but
we only used the median regression function for the
computation of the MASCOT Score Threshold. In the in-
stance of the CTNNBIP1 bait experiment, the median
MASCOT Score Threshold corresponding to a 50%
Peptide Probability Threshold was MST= 22.34, leaving
PB ¼ 180 uniquely identified proteins [Additional file 2:
Figure S2]. Likewise, the median MASCOT Score
Threshold in the control experiment was MST= 20.91,
leaving PC ¼ 2400 uniquely identified proteins. Results
for all bait experiments are reported in Additional file 2:
Figure S2. We also report the empirical probability dens-
ity function (PDF) and cumulative density function
(CDF) plots of the above peptide scores and peptide prob-
abilities in the AP-MS control and all bait experiments[Additional file 2: Figure S3]. These plots show the loca-
tions of the Peptide Probability Threshold Prob 0:5ð Þ ¼ 0:5 
and corresponding median MASCOT Score Thresholds
(MST).
Our initial finding was that the Reproducibility Index (RI)
is not monotonic as a function of the MASCOT score
threshold. We computed our Reproducibility Index (RI) in
the control and all bait experiments and plotted it against a
range of peptide score thresholds s 2 MST ;þ1½ Þð Þ. In all
experiments tested the quantity of interest (RI) always
peaks at a certain optimal value of the peptide score
threshold, which we have termed Reproducibility Index
Threshold (RIT) [see Methods section, Figure 2 and
Additional file 2: Figure S4]. For instance, in the control
and in the CTNNBIP1 bait experiments, these Reproduci-
bility Index Thresholds were RIT=31.95 and RIT=27.19
respectively [Figure 2].
Identification of indicator prey proteins, reproducible
experimental replicates, and reproducible prey proteins
in control and bait experiments
The Reproducibility Index Thresholds (RIT) in the con-
trol and all bait experiments were used with a range of
marginal inclusion probability thresholds ~pCmin 2 0; 1½ 
and ~pBmin 2 0; 1½  to further select our so-called set of In-
dicator Prey Proteins in control and bait experiments.































in control and bait experiments, each for a given marginal
inclusion probability threshold ~pCmin and ~p
B
min . We report
the results for the control and CTNNBIP1 bait experiments
in Table 2 and Figure 3 in [Table 2 and Figure 3].
In keeping with objective criterion (4), the marginal in-
clusion probability threshold in the CTNNBIP1 bait ex-
periment was chosen to be ~pBmin ¼ 0:75, and likewise for
the control experiment: ~pCmin ¼ 0:75 [Table 2 and Fig-
ure 3]. For these marginal inclusion probability thresh-
olds, results show that a total of Q^
C
0:75ð Þ ¼ 3 and
Q^
B
0:75ð Þ ¼ 8 Indicator Prey Proteins could be identified
out of a total of Q^
C ¼ 542 and Q^B ¼ 107 uniquely identi-
fied Indicator Prey Proteins in the control and
CTNNBIP1 bait experiments respectively.
Correspondingly, L^
C
0:75ð Þ ¼ 124 and L^B 0:75ð Þ ¼ 5 Re-
producible Experimental Replicates were uniquely identi-
fied in the control and bait experiment, in which the
Indicator Prey Proteins jointly appear with a joint inclu-
sion probability of p^J
C 0:75ð Þ ¼ 0:55 and p^JB 0:75ð Þ ¼ 0:54
respectively [Figure 3 and Table 2]. For this combination of
Figure 1 Overview of the two-step ROCS workflow.
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. . . ;RCRCg of uniquely identified and most reprodu-
cible prey proteins that appear at least once in the sets of
Reproducible Experimental Replicates in the bait and con-
trol experiment respectively. The corresponding cardinalTable 1 ROCS results for the number of Experimental Replicat
from the initial “Naïve” stage (“N”), to the “Reproducible” sta
AP-MS bait experiments: VHL, CTNNBIP1, NME2, PPM1B, and




















STK24 5 824 3 141
PPM1B 6 965 3 111
NME2 8 1349 8 329
CTNNBIP1 9 1229 5 106
VHL 33 5398 11 323
Results are reported for CS > C^Scutoff and the marginal inclusion probability threshsets were RB 0:75ð Þ ¼ 106 for the CTNNBIP1 bait experi-
ment and RC 0:75ð Þ ¼ 1893 for the control.
We followed a similar identification procedure in all
other AP-MS bait experiments and report the results in
Tables 1 and 3 and Additional file 2: Figure S5 [Table 1 &es and Prey Proteins as a function of procedural stages





























olds ~pCmin and ~p
B
min as determined in each AP-MS bait experiment.
Figure 2 Optimizing the determination of the peptide MASCOT score threshold (s ∈ [MST, +∞)). The optimal peptide MASCOT Score
Threshold (MST) is shown as well as the Reproducibility Index Threshold (RIT) with corresponding Reproducibility Index (RI). Left: CONTROL. Right:
CTNNBIP1.
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Proteins and corresponding Reproducible Experimental
Replicates, found in all bait experiments, are provided in
Additional file 3: Table S1.Confidence score and specific prey proteins in bait
experiments
We report here the results for the identification of Specific
Prey Proteins for instance in the CTNNBIP1 bait experi-
ment. This determination was made at the procedural
stage “S”, which calls for specifying marginal inclusion
probability thresholds ~pBmin and ~p
C
min in both control and
bait experiments as well as automatic estimation of the
Confidence Score cutoff.
A first step in the selection of the set of Specific Prey
Proteins is to automatically estimate the Confidence Score
cutoff from the data. To look for the Confidence Score cut-
off achieving simultaneously the lowest estimated FDR
and the largest GO semantic similarity distance d > 0ð Þ
(see Methods section), we analyzed the FDR and bait-prey
GO semantic similarity as a function of the Confidence
Score cutoff over the positive range C^S
cutoff 2 0; 0:2ð  . We
noticed that this range was large enough to find the C^S
cutoff
estimates in all our bait datasets tested [Figure 4 and Add-
itional file 2: Figure S7]. Also, we computed approximate
95% confidence intervals of semantic similarity for the
Molecular Function (MF) ontology and the distance (d) of
significance between these intervals as described in the
Methods section [Figure 4 and Additional file 2: Figure
S7]. As can be seen in the CTNNBIP1 bait experiment, an
estimated Confidence Score cutoff of C^S
cutoff ¼ 0:15 simul-
taneously satisfies both objective criteria with a minimal
FD^R  0% and a positive GO semantic similarity distanced^ ¼ 0:005 > 0. Higher C^S
cutoff
values yield better specificity
but lower sensitivity, and vice-versa [Figure 4]. Similar
results were obtained for the other four bait experiments
[Additional file 2: Figure S7]. Our experience is that the
FDR and inferences are relatively robust to the choice of
the marginal inclusion probability threshold ~pBmin as long as
it is within the recommended boundaries (equation (4))
and as long as the Confidence Score cutoff (next) is kept
strictly positive. This was the case in all our bait experi-
ments - see Tables 1, 2 and 3 and Additional file 2: Figures
S6 and S7.
From the previous estimation of GO- and FDR-
controlled Confidence Score cutoff C^S
cutoff
in each bait ex-
periment, we selected the corresponding Specific Prey
Proteins. In the case of the CTNNBIP1 bait experiment,
for the given combination of marginal inclusion prob-
ability thresholds (~pBmin ¼ 0:75, ~pCmin ¼ 0:75) and Confi-
dence Score cutoff ( C^ cutoffS ¼ 0:15 ), the number of
Specific Prey Proteins was SB 0:75; 0:75; 0:15ð Þ ¼ 69 (out
of a total of RB 0:75ð Þ ¼ 106 Reproducible Prey Proteins).
We followed a similar identification procedure of Specific
Prey Proteins in all other bait experiments and report the
corresponding results in Table 1.
ROCS performance on prey protein specificity and
experimental variability
For the given combination of marginal inclusion prob-
ability thresholds and Confidence Score cutoff, we report
the distribution of the bait-prey Confidence Scores from
the initial “Naïve” stage (“N”), the “Reproducible” stage
(“R”), and the final “Specific” stage (“S”) in the bait
experiments. Note the accumulation of Specific Prey Pro-
teins with higher Confidence Scores as the method
Figure 3 Number of Indicator Prey Proteins Q^
C
0:75ð Þ¼4, Q^B 0:75ð Þ¼11 and Reproducible Experimental Replicates L^C 0:75ð Þ¼124,
L^
B
0:75ð Þ¼5 (left) and the joint inclusion probability p^JC 0:75ð Þ¼0:55 and p^JB 0:75ð Þ¼0:54 (right) in the CONTROL (top) and CTNNBIP1
(bottom) AP-MS bait experiment. The number of Indicator Prey Proteins, Reproducible Experimental Replicates, and joint inclusion probabilities are
indicated for the marginal inclusion probability thresholds ~pCmin ¼ 0:75 and ~pBmin ¼ 0:75.
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Additional file 2: Figure S8].
We also looked at the distributions of marginal inclu-
sion probabilities of all prey proteins in the bait versus
control experiments through the procedural stages: from
the initial “Naïve” stage (“N”), to the “Reproducible” stage
(“R”), and to the final “Specific” stage (“S”). Observe the in-
crease in quantiles in the bait compared to the control ex-
periment as the method progresses through the
procedural stages in all bait experiments [Figure 6
and Additional file 2: Figure S9]. This corresponds
to a clear separation of bait from control distribu-
tions and to the accumulations of bait and control
marginal inclusion probabilities towards 1 and 0 re-
spectively. Overall, these plots pinpoint to an
increased segregation of Specific Prey Proteins vs.non-Specific Prey Proteins by our ROCS method as it
proceeds through the procedural stages.
Generally, we also observed in all bait experiments that
the correlation between protein MASCOT identification
scores with our measure of experimental reproducibility
increases as the method progresses through the procedural
stages: from the initial “Naïve” stage (“N”), to the “Reprodu-
cible” stage (“R”), and to the final “Specific” stage (“S”) [Add-
itional file 2: Figure S10]. This appears to be due to a
reduction in the proportion of protein with the lowest repro-
ducibility (yet highest MASCOT identification scores) and
indicates a specific reduction of non-reproducible prey pro-
teins as the method progresses through the procedural
stages [Additional file 2: Figure S10].
Further, to check the reproducibility in all bait experi-
ments, we compared the overall Coefficient of Variations























for a range of marginal inclusion probability thresholds
























































1.00 0 (0.0%) 200 (100.0%) 1.000 1.00 8 (7.5%) 9 (100.0%) 1.000
0.95 2 (0.4%) 191 (95.5%) 0.926 0.95 8 (7.5%) 9 (100.0%) 1.000
0.90 2 (0.4%) 191 (95.5%) 0.926 0.90 8 (7.5%) 9 (100.0%) 1.000
0.85 2 (0.4%) 191 (95.5%) 0.926 0.85 9 (8.4%) 8 (88.9%) 0.889
0.80 2 (0.4%) 191 (95.5%) 0.926 0.80 9 (8.4%) 8 (88.9%) 0.889
0.75 4 (0.7%) 124 (62.0%) 0.549 0.75 11 (10.3%) 5 (55.6%) 0.538
0.70 6 (1.1%) 94 (47.0%) 0.305 0.70 11 (10.3%) 5 (55.6%) 0.538
0.65 6 (1.1%) 94 (47.0%) 0.305 0.65 16 (15.0%) 2 (22.2%) 0.071
0.60 7 (1.3%) 70 (35.0%) 0.195 0.60 16 (15.0%) 2 (22.2%) 0.071
0.55 9 (1.7%) 35 (17.5%) 0.063 0.55 20 (18.7%) 2 (22.2%) 0.007
0.50 12 (2.2%) 23 (11.5%) 0.009 0.50 20 (18.7%) 2 (22.2%) 0.007
0.45 14 (2.6%) 18 (9.0%) 0.002 0.45 20 (18.7%) 2 (22.2%) 0.007
0.40 14 (2.6%) 18 (9.0%) 0.002 0.40 26 (24.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000
0.35 20 (3.7%) 3 (1.5%) 0.000 0.35 26 (24.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000
0.30 25 (4.6%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000 0.30 35 (32.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000
0.25 30 (5.5%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000 0.25 35 (32.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000
0.20 34 (6.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000 0.20 49 (45.8%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000
0.15 43 (7.9%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000 0.15 49 (45.8%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000
0.10 59 (10.9%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000 0.10 107 (100.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000
0.05 91 (16.8%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000 0.05 107 (100.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000
0.00 542 (100.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000 0.00 107 (100.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0.000








(see equation (4)), and bold texts
represent the choices ~pCmin ¼ 0:75 and ~pBmin ¼ 0:75.
Table 3 ROCS results for the number of Indicator Prey Proteins, Reproducible Experimental Replicates, and joint inclusion
probability p^J at various experimental scales K in each AP-MS control and bait experiments: STK24, PPM1B, NME2,
CTNNBIP1, VHL, and CONTROL
Bait Experiment with experimental
















































5 (STK24) 145 0.80 24 (16.6%) 3 ( 60.0%) 0.007
6 (PPM1B) 71 0.80 7 ( 9.9%) 3 ( 50.0%) 0.480
8 (NME2) 145 0.80 4 ( 2.8%) 8 (100.0%) 1.000
9 (CTNNBIP1) 107 0.75 11 (10.3%) 5 ( 55.5%) 0.540
33 (VHL) 597 0.75 15 ( 2.5%) 11 ( 33.3%) 0.070
200 (CONTROL) 542 0.75 4 ( 0.7%) 124 ( 62.0%) 0.550
Results are reported for the marginal inclusion probability thresholds ~pCmin and ~p
B
min as determined in each AP-MS bait experiment.
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Figure 4 FDR and GO semantic similarity analyses in the CTNNBIP1 AP-MS bait experiment. Left: Log-plot of FDR estimates for the bait-
prey PPIs are plotted against Confidence Score cutoffs [see also Additional file 2: Figure S7]. Right: plot of distance d estimates of bait-prey GO
semantic similarity measures (see Methods section) are plotted against Confidence Score cutoffs [see also Additional file 2: Figure S7]. Estimates of
log 10(10
−3 + FDR) and d are reported with standard errors in both cases. Horizontal black dotted lines correspond to thresholds of significance
levels for FDR (θ= 0.05) and GO (d> 0). For the computation of d, approximate 95% Confidence Interval of median bait-prey semantic similarities
were carried out in the initial set of bait experiments (“N” stage) and the set of bait Reproducible Experimental Replicates (“S” stage) for the
Molecular Function (MF) ontology as described in method section. Here B= 1024 Monte-Carlo replicates were performed, and a coefficient
c= 1.386 was chosen for the 95% CI since group sample sizes and group standard deviations were similar [32]. Results are reported for the
positive range of Confidence Score cutoff ĈScutoff2 (0, 0.2] and for the marginal inclusion probability threshold ~pBmin ¼ 0:75.
Figure 5 Density distribution plots of bait-prey Confidence Scores at procedural stages “N”, “R” and “S” in the CTNNBIP1 AP-MS bait
Experiment. Note the identical density scales and the re-distribution of Specific Prey Proteins (Confidence Score! 1) as the method progresses
through the procedural stages: from the initial “Naïve” stage (“N”), to the “Reproducible” stage (“R”), and to the final “Specific” stage (“S”). Results
are reported for the entire positive range ĈScutoff2 [0, 1] of Confidence Score cutoff and the marginal inclusion probability thresholds ~pCmin ¼ 0:75
and ~pBmin ¼ 0:75.
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Figure 6 Quantile-Quantile plot of bait vs. control marginal
inclusion probabilities in the CTNNBIP1 AP-MS bait Experiment.
Note the increase in quantiles in the bait compared to the control
experiment as the method progresses through the procedural
stages, denoted by the initial “Naïve” stage (“N”), the “Reproducible”
stage (“R”), and the final “Specific” stage (“S”). This corresponds to a
separation of bait versus control distributions with an accumulation
towards 1 in the bait p^ 0BM j; 0:75ð Þ ! 1
 
vs. towards 0 in the
control p^ 0CM j; 0:75ð Þ ! 0
 
. Results are reported for CS > C^Scutoff ¼
0:15 and the marginal inclusion probability thresholds ~pCmin ¼ 0:75
and ~pBmin ¼ 0:75.
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prey proteins across Experimental Replicates [Supp.
Methods]. This was carried from the initial “Naïve” stage
(“N”), to the “Reproducible” stage (“R”), and to the final
“Specific” stage (“S”), i.e. with datasets restricted to the set of
uniquely identified proteins from either (i) the entire dataset
(NB), (ii) the reproducible dataset (RB), (iii) or the specific
dataset (SB). Results are reported in Additional file 2: Figure
S11 for all AP-MS bait experiments. The coefficient of vari-
ation in any bait experiment should not increase significantly
(i.e. within the range of sampling variability) with the set of
prey proteins (i.e. metric space) that is being used: whether
one considers the entire Prey Protein space (naive initial state
“N”) vs. a subspace of it, such as the Reproducible Prey Pro-
tein space (stage “R”), or the final Specific Prey Protein space
(stage “S”). Indeed, notice the stability or the decrease in all
cases that is achieved from procedural stage “N” onward
(with the exception of NME2 bait experiment which is dis-
cussed below) [Additional file 2: Figure S11].Evaluation of ROCS scoring in comparison to the
literature
To test the validity of the ROCS scoring in all bait experi-
ments, the corresponding lists of Specific Prey Proteinswere matched against the BioGRID references database
(version 3.1 - http://thebiogrid.org/) [Additional file 4:
Table S2]. The table gives the reciprocal matching of the
two lists against each other, i.e. the matching of BioGRID
database references into the ROCS list as well as the recip-
rocal matching of the ROCS list into the BioGRID refer-
ences. Altogether, results for all bait experiments are
indicative that when a protein bait interaction has been
characterized and published, it is largely confirmed by our
ROCS scoring [Additional file 4: Table S2].
To quantify the overlap and biological coherence be-
tween ROCS Specific Prey Proteins and those found in
the literature (BioGRID), we first looked at the GO se-
mantic similarity measure between the two protein lists
(denoted c1 and c2) of uniquely identified Specific Prey
Proteins being compared (ROCS vs BioGRID) for all gene
ontologies (Biological Process (BP), Molecular Function
(MF), and Cellular Component (CC)), and in all bait
experiments. This was done by computing Resnik’s
semantic similarity between the two protein lists
(denoted simRes(c1, c2)) according to Wang’s algorithm
[38]. Results are reported in Table 4. They show a very
strong to maximal (1) semantic similarity measure between
the two lists for all bait experiments, indicating a strong
biological coherence between ROCS Specific Prey Proteins
and those found in the literature (BioGRID) [Table 4].
Second, we determined the statistical significance of the
overlap between the two lists of Specific Prey Proteins
(ROCS vs BioGRID). Under the null hypothesis that the two
lists are unrelated or that any intersection is due to chance
alone (i.e. ROCS lists are randomly sampled under the null
without replacement), the random variable of the number
of common (intersecting) proteins between the two lists,
denoted X, follows a hypergeometric distribution with para-
meters NB, SB, and B: X	 P(X= x|NB,SB,B), where P is
given by P











where the number of unique ROCS Specific Prey Proteins
and BioGRID proteins are denoted by SB and B respectively.
The overlap analysis results with corresponding rejection
probabilities (p-values) are reported in Table 4. They show
statistical significance in all bait experiments at the α=0.05
significance level, meaning that we can reject the null hy-
pothesis that the intersections found with the literature is
due to chance alone, or that the ROCS lists are drawn at
random [Table 4].
Comparisons of ROCS scoring to other scoring techniques
To further assess ROCS's effectiveness as a stand-alone
method for finding specific protein-protein interaction
(PPIs), we also compared its performance to similar
methods such as SAINT [14] and ComPASS [13]. We
compared ROCS’s lists of Specific Prey Proteins in all bait
experiments with those obtained by SAINT and
Table 4 Overlap and semantic similarity analyses between the ROCS and BioGRID lists of uniquely identified Specific






























STK24 824 112 40 16 1.47041e-05 1.000 0.789 0.853
PPM1B 965 76 20 4 4.92866e-02 0.939 0.730 0.810
NME2 1349 260 26 18 2.58102e-08 0.939 1.000 0.937
CTNNBIP1 1229 69 13 6 3.00192e-05 0.939 1.000 1.000
VHL 5398 43 181 18 3.46865e-16 0.878 0.873 0.874
Hypergeometric test rejection probabilities (p-values) are given as well as protein lists semantic similarities for each gene ontology (Biological Process (BP),
Molecular Function (MF), and Cellular Component (CC)). ROCS lists are reported for C− score CS> ĈScutoffand the marginal inclusion probability thresholds ~pCmin and
~pBmin as determined in each AP-MS experiment.
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Table S3 [Additional file 5: Table S3]. They are ranked
by decreasing significance of protein-protein interactions
(PPI) according to each scoring method. Additional file
5: Table S3 also gives the reciprocal matching of SAINT
and ComPASS lists into the ROCS list [Additional file 5:
Table S3]. Using a similar overlap analysis by means of
the hypergeometric distribution test and GO semantic
similarity as above, we determined the significance of
the overlap between (i) ROCS and SAINT, (ii) ROCS and
ComPASS for all gene ontologies (Biological Process
(BP), Molecular Function (MF), and Cellular ComponentTable 5 Overlap and semantic similarity analyses between th













STK24 824 112 94
PPM1B 965 76 86
NME2 1349 260 210
CTNNBIP1 1229 69 161













STK24 824 112 169
PPM1B 965 76 159
NME2 1349 260 242
CTNNBIP1 1229 69 146
VHL 5398 43 740
Using a similar overlap analysis by means of the hypergeometric distribution test a
significance of the overlap between: (Top ) ROCS vs. SAINT, and (Bottom) ROCS vs. C
(MF), and Cellular Component (CC)) and in all bait experiments. SAINT and ComPASS
reported for C− score CS> ĈScutoffand the marginal inclusion probability thresholds ~p(CC)) and in all bait experiments. Overlap analysis and
GO semantic similarity results in Table 5 [Table 5] show
that ROCS identified Specific Prey Proteins compares
very similarly to these methods and that the overlap with
SAINT and ComPASS is statistically significant in all bait
experiments tested.
Effect of ROCS improvement in combination with another
scoring technique
Next, we combined our method with an existing proced-
ure for analysis of AP-MS data in the following way. Al-
though there are multiple methods for evaluation of AP-e ROCS’s lists of Specific Prey Proteins with those obtained













26 1.49146e-05 1.000 1.000 0.853
17 4.62432e-05 0.939 0.936 0.823
47 1.25292e-2 1.000 1.000 0.937
8 1.45195e-1 1.000 0.873 0.937













90 4.34990e-57 1.000 1.000 1.000
54 1.07087e-31 1.000 1.000 1.000
162 2.50264e-87 1.000 1.000 0.937
44 2.00480e-27 1.000 1.000 1.000
31 2.01445e-20 0.878 0.873 0.823
nd GO semantic similarity as in Table 4, we determined the statistical
omPASS for all gene ontologies (Biological Process (BP), Molecular Function




min as determined in each AP-MS experiment.
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ing approach SAINT developed by Choi et al. [14] since it
allows for multiple replicated experiments and is scalable
to AP-MS datasets of different size. In SAINT, we tested
the datasets of all bait experiments at every procedural
stage of our method, while keeping the same set of control
experiments. SAINT works indeed with a small set of con-
trol experiments, which were chosen as the five most
replicated ones from the initially pool of KC=200 control
Experimental Replicates (unfiltered dataset). Also, in the
latest implementation of SAINT (version 2.2.3, http://
saint-apms.sourceforge.net/Main.html; Dr. Hyungwon
Choi, pers. comm.) we were able to use the MASCOT
scores directly as quantitative input rather than spectral
counts as used in earlier versions.
An objective way to assess the performance of our
ROCS method is to do a side-by-side comparison of
SAINT protein-protein interaction scoring (ranked by
SAINT posterior probability PSAINT) between SAINT-only
and SAINT applied in conjunction with ROCS at different
procedural stages, namely, the initial “Naïve” stage (“N”),
the “Reproducible” stage (“R”), and especially the final
“Specific” stage (“S”). The comparison is given in Add-
itional file 6: Table S4, where we show the results of the
pairwise Resnik semantic similarity measure sim(cB, cP) be-
tween a Gene Ontology (GO) term from the bait protein
(denoted cB) and for each Specific Prey Protein (denoted
cP) as described in the methods section. This was com-
puted for all Gene Ontologies (Biological Process (BP),
Molecular Function (MF), and Cellular Component (CC))
and all bait experiments [Additional file 6: Table S4].
We next plotted the 95% confidence interval (CI) of
the median bait-prey semantic similarity as described in
the methods section. The pairwise Resnik semantic simi-
larity measure sim(cB, cP) is given between a Gene Ontol-
ogy (GO) term from the bait protein (denoted cB) and
for each Specific Prey Protein (denoted cP) as described
in the methods section. This was computed for all Gene
Ontologies (Biological Process (BP), Molecular Function
(MF), and Cellular Component (CC)). Results show a
statistically significant increase in the GO bait-prey se-
mantic similarity as ROCS is applied in conjunction to
SAINT, i.e. between SAINT-only (ROCS procedural stage
“N”), and ROCS-SAINT (ROCS procedural stage “S”)
[Figure 7 & Additional file 2: Figure S12].
An alternative way to empirically assess the performance
of our ROCS method in any bait experiment is to compare
the behavior of the False Discovery Rates (FDR) between
ROCS procedural stages, independently or in combination
with another scoring method. Here, we used the posterior
probability PSAINT of true protein-protein interaction from
the SAINT output to get 1−PSAINT, which serves as the
local False Discovery Rate [39] (denoted lFDR). Aggregate
FDR up to the chosen rank is the integral of local FDRacross the selection, or, in practice, the average of 1−PSAINT
across the selection. The latter is closer to what's called
Bayesian FDR, and conceptually to lFDR/FDR. Results
show that when ROCS is used in conjunction with SAINT,
one substantially reduces the FDR [Figure 8 and Additional
file 22: Figure S13].
Testing stability on multiscale sets of experimental
replicates
To demonstrate the usability of our identification pro-
cedure, we tested its performance on several AP-MS bait
datasets with varying numbers of Experimental Repli-
cates: VHL (KB= 33), CTNNBIP1 (KB= 9), NME2 (KB=
8), PPM1B (KB= 6), STK24 (KB= 5). Table 3 and Figure 9
report the results [Table 3, Figure 9].
To test the stability of our method on a larger set of repli-
cated AP-MS experiments, we make use of a set of 200
replicated control AP-MS experiments. Figure 9 shows a
stability plot for AP-MS datasets with different numbers of
Experimental Replicates k2 [2,K] for fixed B1 =10,
B2 =128, K=200 (see Methods section), an arbitrary α= 0.5
th-quantile of peptide probabilities, and an arbitrary mar-
ginal inclusion probability threshold of e.g. ~pmin ¼ 0:75
[Figure 9]. As demonstrated by the stability diagnostic plot,
unbiased “multiscale” joint inclusion probability estimates
are very stable across a wide range of experimental scale
values. Only the unbiased multiscale unbiased joint inclu-
sion probability estimate should be trusted. In fact, al-
though regular (biased) bootstrap estimates show a similar
behavior over the range K^ min 2 5; 15½  , there is a clear in-
flation of the joint inclusion probability estimate for lower
experimental scale values (data not shown). As expected,
the stability of the unbiased estimate is lost for the smallest
k values [Figure 9]. The plot shows how to successfully
identify the smallest scale values where the stability drops
significantly. In our case, the sought-after K^ min value,
below which the identification procedure is not reliable
anymore, was determined to be K^ min 2 5; 15½  [Figure 9].
Conclusions
The described method identifies and selects reproducible
AP-MS experiments as well as bait specific preys when ex-
perimental replicates and control experiments are pro-
vided. The method is able to identify a subset of Indicator
Prey Proteins, which enables identification of the most Re-
producible Experimental Replicates from a larger dataset.
Importantly, we show that the method uniformly scales up
and down, making it quite versatile to accommodate real-
istic studies with a range of numbers of Experimental
Replicates. The identification of subsets of reproducible
AP-MS experiments significantly improves the ability to
distinguish specific from non-specific prey proteins. In the
future, this approach may be used as a general selection
Figure 7 Confidence Intervals (95% CIs) of the median bait-prey semantic similarity for SAINT-only and SAINT in conjunction with ROCS
at the different ROCS procedural stages “N” (SAINT-only), “R”, and “S” (ROCS-SAINT) in the CTNNBIP1 (top) and STK24 (bottom) AP-MS
bait experiments. Note especially the increase in median bait-prey semantic similarity between the naïve stage “N” (SAINT-only) and final stage “S”
(ROCS-SAINT). The pairwise Resnik semantic similarity measure sim cB; cPð Þ is given between a Gene Ontology (GO) term from the bait protein (denoted
cB) and for each Specific Prey Protein (denoted cP) as described in the methods section for all Gene Ontologies (Biological Process (BP), Molecular
Function (MF), and Cellular Component (CC)) - see also Additional file 6: Table S4. Results are reported here for a conservative coefficient of c ¼ 1:960
for the 95% CI of the median since group sample sizes and group standard deviations were not similar (see Methods section), and for CS > C^S
cutoff
and the marginal inclusion probability thresholds ~pCmin and ~p
B
min as determined in each AP-MS experiment (see Tables 2 and 3).
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and proteomics databases, where experimental reproduci-
bility issues arise.
We show that at least on larger AP-MS datasets, the
frequency of occurrence of prey proteins provides good
sensitivity for discriminating specific from non-specific
prey proteins. In our study we use the prey protein
frequency as a surrogate measure for more specific
protein confidence metrics such as search-engine
scores [9], spectral counts [12,15] or peptide and pro-
tein probabilities [20]. Our approach may be most use-
ful in AP-MS experimental designs incorporatingsufficient number of replicates per bait protein, rather than
in studies seeking to maximize the number of bait proteins
analyzed at the expense of replicate AP-MS experiments.
We were also able to estimate the number of required
replicate AP-MS experiments. From our analysis of stability
on multiscale sets of Experimental Replicates [Figure 8],
this number was determined to be at least greater than the
K^min value (K^min 2 5; 15ð ), at least on the data in-hand. In
practice, however, the required number would best be
determined by a statistical power analysis. So, this approach
is useful to large replicated experiments, and especially
whenever one is interested in making new discovery, where
Figure 8 FDR computed from SAINT posterior probability output (PSAINT) as a function of procedural stages: from the initial “Naïve”
stage (“N” – SAINT-only), to the “Reproducible” stage (“R”), and to the final “Specific” stage (“S” – ROCS-SAINT) in the CTNNBIP1 (left)
and STK24 (right) AP-MS bait experiment. Results are reported for CS > C^S
cutoff and the marginal inclusion probability thresholds ~pCmin and
~pBmin as determined in each AP-MS experiment (see Tables 1 and 3).
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needed to increase statistical power and reduce false discov-
ery rates. Lastly, since frequency is a standardized metric,
our method may be useful when attempting to compare
different AP-MS datasets.
The concept of Indicator Proteins and the related
Reproducible Experimental Replicates rely on an objective
measure of peptide reliability, which we chose to be the
MASCOT peptide identification score [10]. However,
clearly any other probability-based identification statistics
such as e.g. the peptide probability from the peptideFigure 9 Stability diagnostic plot of the identification
procedure on multiscale sets of experiments. Multiscale unbiased
joint inclusion probability estimates is plotted against a range of
experimental scale values K 2 2; 200½  for an arbitrary marginal
inclusion probability threshold of ~pmin ¼ 0:75. The plot also displays
probability estimate standard errors, the change point K^ min
(K^ min 2 5; 15½ ) and the scatterplot smoothing curves fitted to the
data (by LOESS local polynomial regression procedure). These curves
are approximately horizontal-flat (i.e. show no trend) for K > Kmin.PROPHET [22] might be used. Finally, the use of Indicator
Proteins may be applied beyond AP-MS experiments to
other types of mass-spectrometry based proteomics.
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Additional file 1: Supplemental Methods. Data set and Database
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Experimental Replicates and Reproducible Prey Proteins. Confidence
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Variations Formulas. Testing Stability on Multi-scale Sets of Experimental
Replicates.
Additional file 2: Figure S1. Scatter plots of protein spectral counts vs.
protein MASCOT scores (left-hand-side) and protein MASCOT scores vs.
protein marginal inclusion probabilities (right-hand-side) in all AP-MS
control and bait experiments. Figure S2: Scatter plot of peptide PROPHET
probabilities (Prob) onto the peptide MASCOT scores (Score) in all AP-MS
control and bait experiments. Figure S3: Empirical Probability Density
Function (PDF - left) and Cumulative Density Function (CDF - right) plots
of peptide scores (top) and peptide probabilities (bottom) in all AP-MS
control and bait experiments. Figure S4: Optimizing the determination
of the peptide MASCOT score threshold in all AP-MS bait experiments.
Figure S5: Number of Indicator Prey Proteins and Reproducible
Experimental Replicates and the joint inclusion probability for the protein-
based analysis in all AP-MS bait experiments. Figure S6: FDR sensitivity as
a function of Confidence Score cutoff and marginal inclusion probability
threshold in all AP-MS bait experiments. Figure S7: FDR and GO semantic
similarity analyses in all AP-MS bait experiments. Figure S8: Density
distribution plots of bait-prey Confidence Scores at procedural stages “N”,
“R” and “S” in all AP-MS bait experiments. Figure S9: Quantile-Quantile
plots of bait vs. control marginal inclusion probabilities in all AP-MS bait
experiments. Figure S10: Correlation and regression relationships
between protein MASCOT scores and protein marginal inclusion
probabilities at different procedural stages from the initial “Naïve” stage
(“N”), to the “Reproducible” stage (“R”), and to the final “Specific” stage
(“S”) in all AP-MS bait experiments. Figure S11: Stability of the Coefficient
of Variation (CV) of the mean marginal inclusion probability as a function
of procedural stages from the initial “Naïve” stage (“N”), to the
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MS bait experiments. Figure S12: Confidence Intervals (95% CIs) of the
median bait-prey semantic similarity for SAINT-only and SAINT in
conjunction with ROCS at the different ROCS procedural stages “N”
(SAINT-only), “R”, and “S” (ROCS-SAINT) in all AP-MS bait experiments.
Figure S13: FDR computed from SAINT posterior probability output
(PSAINT) as a function of procedural stages: from the initial “Naïve” stage
(“N” – SAINT-only), to the “Reproducible” stage (“R”), and to the final
“Specific” stage (“S” – ROCS-SAINT) in all AP-MS bait experiments
[20,28,32,35-37].
Additional file 3: Table S1. ROCS lists of Indicator Prey Proteins (IPI) and
Reproducible Experimental Replicates (RER) in all AP-MS control and bait
experiments (each on a single Excel tab-sheet in a single file).
Additional file 4: Table S2. Biological validation of ROCS protein-
protein interaction (PPI) scoring results for the Specific Prey Proteins
between SAINT (Posterior Probability PSAINT), ComPASS (D− score) and our
method ROCS (C− score) in all AP-MS bait experiments (each on a
separate Excel tab-sheet in a single file).
Additional file 5: Table S3. Comparison of protein-protein interaction
(PPI) scoring for the Specific Prey Proteins between SAINT (Posterior
Probability PSAINT), ComPASS (D− score) and our method ROCS (C− score)
in all AP-MS bait experiments (each on a separate Excel tab-sheet in a
single file).
Additional file 6: Table S4. Comparison of SAINT protein-protein
interaction (PPI) scoring for the Specific Prey Proteins at the different ROCS
procedural stages “N” (SAINT-only), “R”, and “S” (ROCS-SAINT) in all AP-MS
bait experiments (each on a separate Excel tab-sheet in a single file).
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